
Gidge Fire News and Advice - Jan 2016

What a summer so far. Numerous fires, both large and small, multiple losses of life
and property, but in many cases uplifting stories of survival.

Gidge has had its fair share of fires, fortunately only one of major extent (Noble
Falls). However there have been 40+ smaller fires in the past couple of months,
many suspicious and also many from lightning. On Thurs 8th Jan brigades attended
16 fires from lightning in Gidge over a few hours, followed by 2 more delayed
outbreaks on Fri 9th, 2 more suspicious fires that evening, and another delayed
outbreak from lightning on Sun 10th Jan. There were reports of several more
ignitions from lightning extinguished by residents which brigades did not attend. 

ANY ONE OF THESE COULD HAVE BECOME A LARGE AND DANGEROUS FIRE

Already the "blame game" for the Waroona fire has started, some of it justified, some
of it not. These fires will be the subject of enquiries, but themes consistent with
outcomes from previous enquiries are already emerging. These include emergency
services being overwhelmed, communications and water supply networks failing,
inadequate information and warnings, not to mention loss of life, both human and
livestock, numerous injuries, loss of buildings, infrastructure and pasture, and social
dislocation.

What is most important is learning from such experiences and that each and every
one of us does all they can reasonably do to survive the impact of bush fire rather
than just relying on others to protect us. Unfortunately so many set themselves up for
failure in this regard by having inadequate plans and physical preparations. Let's
revisit some of the considerations which must be taken into account in developing a
robust Bush Fire Survival Plan. 

Firstly your plan MUST allow for ALL of the following possibilities
• You may get little or no warning
• You may not be able to evacuate
• Power and water supplies will very likely fail
• You may not get any help for some time
• Your home may not be defendable

If your plan doesn't allow for ALL of these, you are setting yourself up for disaster

Warnings
Many people over rely on these. They are as only as good as the information which
is sent to those issuing the warnings. In particular in the early stages of a fire, until
ground crews have had time to make a proper assessment, only the vaguest picture
will emerge. To be realistic warnings will be out of date to a greater or lesser degree
by the time they are issued. Communications links may be damaged, or overloaded
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by the amount of traffic. Excessive use of social media, SMS etc. by residents can
actually be counterproductive by overloading networks and delay official SMS
warnings reaching intended recipients. Therefore your own sight, hearing and smell
should be your first means of establishing whether you might be under threat.  To be
blunt, you are sometimes better looking out the window than looking at a computer
screen or smartphone app for info. 

Evacuation vs Stay and Defend
Many people have evacuation as their prime or only plan. Evacuation should always
be done early. Under some circumstances this may not be an option. Conditions on
the day may prevent you from carrying out that plan, due to roads being impacted by
fire. If evacuation is delayed until forced upon you , it is often better to go somewhere
nearby, eg already burnt paddocks, than trying to travel a long distance along fire
and smoke affected roads with fallen trees and powerlines etc. Therefore you must
have backup plans other than evacuation.
If evacuation is your primary or only plan, best think about not even being in the
district on days of forecast bad fire weather

Power and water supplies
Power supplies frequently fail, and in larger bush fires this is almost inevitable. 
This means your household water pump will stop working unless it can be supplied
from a backup generator. Better still, have a firefighter pump which is plumbed into
the system. You should also have protected or non flammable piping, as polypipes
melt/fail when impacted by fire. Hoses and nozzles should be approriate for
firefighting. A garden hose can be better than nothing and can do a good job in
dealing with spot fires around the home from embers.
EVERY residence should have a water tank nearby, plumbed into your emergency
means of pumping water. It should also have ready access for fire trucks to get right
alongside the tank. You should also have a 50mm (2") male camlock fitting with a full
flow valve, as they carry adaptors to this.
A swimming pool can be used for emergency water supply, provided you have
already rigged the suction line, pump, hoses etc. Leaving it until a fire breaks out
may be too late
Failure of power supplies will affect your home computer and home phone in many
cases. Best to have an older style handset, but even then landlines may be
damaged. 
Mobile phone networks may be damaged/degraded due to power loss. When
reverting to battery backup, data speeds slow down considerably leading to delays in
warnings
Therefore you should also have a portable battery powered radio able to tune in to
ABC 720 AM, which distributes official warnings.
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Will you receive help? - maybe not
During the early stages of any bush fire, and for much longer with larger, fast moving
fires, you may not get significant direct help at your house.
So much depends on the circumstances. Volunteers have to leave what they are
doing, drive to where units are based, then mobilise. On working days there may be
few volunteers close by, as most will be out of the district for work. First response will
usually take at least 20 mins, often much longer for more remote locations. Career
fire fighters have to come from further away and are unlikely to be any earlier.
Resources are limited. There are 8 fire units (sometimes depleted by repairs etc)
between the Gidge brigades, covering 350 sq km, and at least 1500 residences. Yes
backup will usually be available from beyond Gidge but what if there are multiple
incidents happening simultaneously in the region and most of these are already
deployed?
Air support can be great, but may already deployed to other fires, or unable to fly
during the worst conditions.

Defendable home???
Some homes are set up to be easily defendable, some not, the majority somewhere
in between. All homes should already have well established Building Protection
Zones as required under the annual firebreak notice.
Firstly is there a defendable space around your home easily accessible by
firefighting units? Overgrown and/or narrow driveways may seriously inhibit
emergency services. Think in terms of a large rigid truck (FRS Red Truck) as in a
large fire these are often deployed for asset protection while the bush fire brigades
focus on stopping the spread of fire. 
Is the house itself suitably prepared? Are gutters etc clear of leaves? Are
bushes/tress etc trimmed back appropriately? Has anything flammable been
removed from against walls, on verandahs etc. Have you addressed the
considerations in the above section on Power and Water Supply failure?
Note that in a large fire where there may be significantly more homes under threat
than fire units to protect them, emergency responders may prioritise those
residences that they have a better chance of defending, so poorly prepared
properties may miss out. Emergency responders may also decline to defend a house
doing if so is deemed too dangerous to themselves! Whether there is good access
and defendable space are critical in making this decision.

CAN YOU HONESTLY SAY THAT YOUR BUSH FIRE SURVIVAL PLAN PROPERLY
TAKES ALL OF THE ABOVE FACTORS INTO ACCOUNT?
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